APGNN Annual Report to Membership 2019

Amy Donegan MS, APRN
President APGNN
Thank You Sponsors

• We would not be able to offer this educational opportunity without the support of our generous sponsors. Please take a moment to visit their booths to show your appreciation!
President /Executive Board

- Supports the Mission Statement of APGNN
- With the treasurer and committee chairs of APGNN, determines the annual budget
- Pursues fund raising for APGNN through industry grant support
- Serves as APGNN’s representative to NASPghan and NASPghan Foundation
- Participates in APGNN Program development
- Invited APGNN Representative on NASPghan IBD Committee
Mission and Vision

• **Mission:** We are committed to excellence in the care and education of children, and their families, who have gastroenterology, hepatology and nutrition related illnesses.

• **Vision:** To be the recognized leaders of excellence in care and education of patients and families in pediatric gastroenterology, hepatology and nutrition nursing by our members, physicians and healthcare consumers.
Membership snapshot

~ 400 members

Program targets both RN and NP

15 PhD/DNP

32 associate members: PA’s, industry, MA’s, pyschology

75 Dual APGNN/NAPNAP

288 0-5 years

75 6-9 years

42 > 10 yrs
AVAILABLE NOW AT THE APGNN BOOTH

- Updated information with new chapters
- Free to new members who join at the meeting
- $10 for those who are renewing at any time
- $30 for non-members
AWARDS

- Excellence in Education
- Excellence in Mentoring
- The Sue Peck Excellence in Nursing Practice
- 3 Posters of Distinction - 20 posters submitted
- 1 Susan Moyer recipient
- 4 Abbott Nutrition Conference Scholarships
- 3 APGNN Conference scholarships
• Are you getting emails from us regularly? APGNN blasts come from NASPGHAN but have APGNN in the subject line – DO NOT DELETE PLEASE READ!

• If not make sure to check and modify your email address on your membership profile if needed.

• Personal email may be better than institutional ones due to firewall problems!

• Billing for 2020 will go out at the end of November
Secretary/Treasurer

- Accurately records the minutes of all meetings
- Prepares budget, maintaining fiscal responsibility
- Maintains a current financial report
- Prepares records for accountant for taxes

Rosemary Pauley, APRN
Secretary/Treasurer APGNN
Secretary/Treasurer’s Report
As of 10/1/2019

Recognized leaders in pediatric GI nursing and family education by members, physicians and healthcare consumers

Income Year to Date $36,754.00 (28,466)
Dues: $21,004 (18,396), Conference grants: $15,700 (20,000)
Other: $5000 from CHOP for Sue Peck Award

Expenses Year to Date $30,563.80 (24,328)
Board retreat: $4,896 Conf. exp. to date: $12,975 (10,203)
NASPghan $1,536 Website $619 Board Travel $2,014

Balances to Date
Checking: $47,762.83 (46,269.36)
Savings: $55,111.73 (55,095.22)—planning to move to a higher interest online saving account in 2020
President Elect

-Continued mentoring from current President
-Active in Nursing Alliance activities including leadership training and networking to expand opportunities for our members
-Assist Media Chair with updates to the website
-APGNN Representative on NASPGHAN Ethics Committee

Teresa Carroll, APRN
President-Elect APGNN
Clinical Practice Committee

The goal of the committee is to provide learning opportunities aimed at improving the clinical practice of the APGNN members.

• 2018-19 Projects:
  • Liver e-learning modules on Basic Liver Disease and Acquired Liver Disease are nearing completion. They will be available for CEU
  • 9 Phone triages have been created to help assess patients and are in process of being updated.
  • Please submit any Clinical Vignettes (reporting of interesting cases that have a lesson to be learned) to be included in our newsletter

Donna Garner, MSN, CPNP
Clinical Practice
***We are looking for creative minds to join the Clinical Practice Committee to help us continue to produce high quality work for the education of GI providers***

*Over the next few years we are putting together Boot Camp Modules for new to GI nurses and Advanced Practice Providers that would allow them to go from novice to expert in a variety of GI/Liver Diagnosis. The first topics will include: FTT, constipation, GER, Abd Pain and Liver Disease.*
Research Committee

- Promotes EBP, QI and research activities
- Responsible for abstract review and POD at annual conference. Number of abstracts accepted:
  - 22 (2017)
  - 11 (2018)
  - 20 (2019)
- Identification of Abbott Scholarship winners yearly
- Coordinates review process: provides support for Foundation Grant: Susan Moyer Research Awards: 3 in 2016; 1 in 2017; 1 in 2018; 1 in 2019
- Membership: education, mentorship, support
- Outreach: actively seeks opportunities to partner with professional groups and research teams

Kerri Ann Fournier
BSN, RN, CPN

Sara Fidanza,
MS, RN, CNS-BC, CPNP-PC
Patient and Family Education Committee

- Emphasis on educational materials for patient & families that highlight the expertise of our nursing / AGPNN colleagues
- APGNN Representative on NASPGHAN Public Education Committee
- Increased collaboration with NASPGHAN, focusing on complete review and restructuring of GIKids.org website
- Identifies and disseminates education-focused articles
- Solicits nominations for the Excellence in Education Award

**Excellence in Education Award Winner - 2019:**

Implementation of IBD Education Videos
Barb Drobnic, RN, BSN, CPN- Nationwide Children’s Hospital

Thank you to the committee for a wonderful two years, and welcome to Katie Rowell, CPNP as she transitions into the Committee Chair!
Media Committee

• Quarterly publication of the Newsletter
• Committee reports to update membership of different board activities
• Post to social media sites
• Updates to website

Sharon Perry, MSN, APRN-CNP
Follow us on:

- Facebook @APGNN
- Twitter @APGNN1
- Instagram @apgnn1
- LinkedIn @APGNN

- Questions? Use the discussion board!!
apgnn-discussion-group@naspghan.org
Join us today
And WIN an AMAZON giftcard!
Applications at the APGNN booth and at sign in desk
Look for the RED RIBBON
Congratulations

Robyn Robinson
RN, MSN, CPNP

Excellence in Mentoring Award
Congratulations

Rose Pauley
MSN, APRN

Excellence in Nursing Practice
JOIN THE APGNN MENTORSHIP PROGRAM AND ENHANCE YOUR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT. TOGETHER, SHARE AND GAIN EXPERIENCE, EXPERTISE, AND KNOWLEDGE.

WHAT TO EXPECT AS A MENTEE:

- Advice on developing strengths.
- Exposure to new ideas.
- Guidance on professional development and career advancement.
- Opportunities to develop new skills and knowledge.
- Increased visibility and recognition.

WHAT TO EXPECT AS A MENTOR:

- Recognition as an expert and leader.
- Personal development of leadership and coaching styles.
- Exposure to new ideas.
- Going above and beyond the job description.

APPLICATIONS AT THE APGNN BOOTH
Past President

• Supports the Executive Board as needed
• Seeks nominations for officers and the Board of Directors from the Association’s membership
• Actively Fundraising for APGNN Annual Meeting

- Abbott

Ryan Waduge, FNP-C
Past President APGNN
Past President: 2019 Election Results

• Congratulations to the following who were elected to office
  • President Elect - Elizabeth (Liz) Burch
  • Secretary/Treasurer - Kerry Reed
  • Research - Sara Fidanza
  • Pt and Family Education - Kathryn (Katie) Rowell
Requirements for running for office:

• Full member for one year preceding each election
• Minimum of one-year experience in pediatric gastroenterology and/or nutrition.
• Membership in good standing (dues paid for the calendar year)
• Desire to get involved and make an impact!
Past President: 2020 Election Plans

• Seeking nominations for the following (2-year term) positions
  • Media
  • Membership
  • Clinical Practice
  • Program
Program Committee

Amedco will again be the CEU provider this year for APGNN and NASPGHAN. Attendees will receive **8.75 CEU's** for attending our conference and **3 CEU's** for the NASPGHAN concurrent sessions on Saturday afternoon. The evaluation format will be same as that of NASPGHAN. As always, we welcome your feedback and suggestions for topics for our 2020 conference in San Diego, CA.

Nannette Martin, CPNP
Program Committee Chair
Bylaw Changes

• 2016 Dues were increased from $75 to $80
• Proposing a dues increase for 2020 to $90 – will continue buy 3 get the 4th free – will still offer dual membership with NAPNAP – 20% off
• Associate members will remain at $55
• Grant funding is harder to attain
• Want to continue to keep the cost of the conference low, continue to offer travel grants, awards
• 3rd edition of book – keep price low - $10 with renewal
APGNN COMMITTEE MEETINGS:

Friday October 18th 5:00 – 6:00

• Located in the main conference room immediately following the days last speaker
• Come learn more about serving in: Media *Research *Membership * Pt and Family Education * Clinical Practice *Program *
APGNN SOCIAL

• Friday 10/18/2019 @ 6pm
• Mayfair, Level 2
• Enjoy spirits, snacks, and socialize with your colleagues!
• Presentation of several APGNN Awards/Honors!